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ire now viewed in their true identity. The self in man, the
Nature and the self in God—all remain—not as so many distinct;
as they appeared before the complete self-realisation, but
itical and one. Neither the individual soul of the Veddntin,
God is a fiction, as stated by Professor Pfleiderer1.
language of the Admitin is that the individual, the Creator and
ition are all Brahma itself 3 only appearing, in this world of fou-
nder the veil of Nescience, as conditioned and differentiated.
b is called Nescience here is not ignorance in the popular sig-
3n of that term. The Sanskrit word for it is Avidyd—it is a
a,l term denoting empirical or worldly knowledge,—a knowledge
ure. This is not true knowledge,  according to the
n, for it is outward-facing (baMrmukha), looking outward and
;he true reality under it.2 It means separation and not unity.
>wer which is inward-facing leads to true knowledge.3 " The
e study physical nature, the further God is removed from
more we study man, the nearer God approaches to us.433
is true knowledge with us was gnosis with the early Christian
In Christian Philosophy, it is Faith.5
we call Nescience has, in the language of Christian Philosophy,
^ to the lower or purely human aspect of the individual seli,
ce with all that is tc of the earth earthly.77 It is this aspect
as to be expunged, or to speak more correctly, the human
e transformed and raised to the Divine and the Divine thus
Used.
legelian expression " dying to live ?? conveys the same sen-
ad this (as stated by Dr. Edward Oaird) constitutes the
of Christianity. There is no extinction of the self in such a
3, as stated by this eminent thinker, there is " rather the
up of the way to its true realisation."
iat is this true realisation ? If the potential identity of Man
.s admitted, and if it be true that there are possibilities in man
so Wilson'a S^nkhya K^rika,    3 (^§^] ottot T^T' Soe Devf
Git. V, 15: "Wisdom is ^^
)y unwisdom; therewith mor"      Hudson.
•i<ied."                         5 Deussea.

